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´ Sahar Hasan is a Yemeni artist 
who lives in New York. She has 
been involved in art since an 
early age with over 20 
participations in group art 
galleries and solo shows. She 
also taught art, coordinated art 
events and evaluated art works 
for art competitions. She uses 
different mediums and 
techniques such as oil paints, 
acrylic paints, pastels, mixed 
media, charcoal, pencils and 
stippling. 



´ She	likes	to	add	a	combination	of	both	
texts	and	traditional	patterns	in	her	small	
art	works	combining	her	love	for	both	
drawing	and	handwriting	and	striving	to	
manifest	the	knowledge	and	beauty	of	the	
calligraphy	and	ancient	cultures.	This	
interaction	of	colors,	patterns	and	letters	
ties	it	all	together	presenting	the	story	
behind	the	painting	as	well	as	keeping	a	
sense	of	vagueness	to	be	interpreted	by	
the	viewer’s	imagination.

´ Title:	paths	(part	1)

´ Medium:	acrylic	paints	on	canvas	



´ Title: path (part 2)

´ Medium: Acrylic paints on canvas



´ Sahar	likes	to	show	a	harmonious	
combination	of	both	realism	and	
abstraction	in	her	large	art	works.	Her	
preferred	subject	matters	are	mostly	
animals	specially	horses	and	elephants,	
paying	more	attention	to	a	realistic	
description	of	the	eyes	which	are	a	
substantial	element	in	her	paintings.

´ Title:	Pride

´ Medium:	oil	paints	on	canvas



´ Sahar uses her art to convey her 
opinion about poaching elephants 
for their ivory tasks. This is a story of 
an elephant looking from a tiny 
window while taking to his final 
destination.

´ Titles: Last Gaze 

´ Medium: Acrylic paints on canvas



´ Title:  Gloominess

´ Medium: pencils on paper



´ Title: Father

´ Medium: acrylic paints on canvas



Title: Aspirations 
Medium: oil paints on canvas



´ Title: Light

´ Medium: pastel colors on paper



´ Portraits

´ Title: Behind Words

´ Medium: charcoal and pencils on 
paper



´ Title: Metal

´ Medium: Acrylic on canvas



´ Title: Contradiction 

´ Medium: mixed media on canvas



´ Title: Djambia

´ Medium: mixed media (colored 
pencils and acrylic) on paper



´ Title: coexistence 

´ Medium: mixed media (charcoal 
, pencils and pens) on paper

´ Technique:  stippling 



´ Titles: Qamaria

´ Medium: Acrylic paints on 
pots



 
 
 

´ Title: hold my hand

´ Medium: Mixed media (water 
colors, acrylic paints) on canvas

´ Technique: palette knife painting



´ Title: Extraction 

´ Medium: mixed media ( charcoal 
and pencils)



´ Title: Grandeur 

´ Medium: pens and pencils on 
paper



´ Sahar focuses on calligraphy in 
most of her recent art works

´ Title: Lost Words

´ Medium: mixed media (acrylic 
paints and pens) on canvas



Sahar has also an 
interest in 
photography 
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